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QUESTION: Any reaction to the latest in Iran? Apparently, in the cemetery, they were going to mourn some of the protestors and 

this was sealed off. 

 

MR. KELLY: Yeah. 

 

QUESTION: Does the U.S. have concerns about that? 

 

MR. KELLY: Yeah. Well, I think it’s – I’ve seen the same reports you have. I think it’s particularly disturbing to see security forces 

use force to break up a graveside demonstration, to break up a group of people who are trying to exercise an important ritual under 

Islam, the mourning after 40 days. And just in general, I’ll just repeat what we always say, and that’s that we stand by the Iranian 

people who are seeking to exercise their universal right to self-expression, to demonstrate peacefully. 

 

Yeah, Dave.  
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QUESTION: Have you had any further conversations with the Iraqis about the closure of this Camp Ashraf, gotten assurances that 

they won’t be forcibly sent back to Iran, et cetera?  

 

MR. KELLY: Yeah, I do have something for you on that.  

Embassy officials met yesterday with representatives of the Government of Iraq. We wanted to stress the importance to the 

Government of Iraq, the importance of Iraq fulfilling its commitment to the U.S. Government to treat the camp residents humanely. 

And we also proposed permitting an assessment of injuries and possible deaths, an assessment by U.S. forces.  
The Government of Iraq did agree to allow U.S. forces to provide medical assistance to those who were injured in Camp Ashraf. 

And there is, right now, a U.S. medical team there performing this assistance. We’re providing medical care and treatment, medical 

supplies, and assessing any kind of follow-on treatment or support that these residents might require.  
And regarding other issues regarding Camp Ashraf, we’d refer you, of course, to the Government of Iraq.  

 

QUESTION: Have they told – have they said that they’re going to just flatly close this place? And where are they going to – what are 

they going to do with the inhabitants?  

 

MR. KELLY: Yeah. I think you have to ask Baghdad about that. I’m not – I think that is the understanding, that they want to kind of 

regularize the situation there. What they are trying to do is set up a police station inside it.  
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